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Words and Music
By LYN UDALL

Moderato

After the din of the battle's roar, Just at the close of day,
One knew the joy of a mother's love, One of a sweetheart's fair,

Wounded and bleeding up on the field, Two dying soldiers lay,
Thinking of home, they lay side by side, Breathing a fare-well pray;

One held a ringlet of thin gray hair, One held a lock of brown,
One for his mother so old and gray, One for his love in town;

Bid-ding each other a last fare-well, just as the sun went down.
They closed their eyes to the earth and skies, just as the sun went down.

REFRAIN Slowly, with much expression

One thought of mother, at home alone, Feeble and old and gray;

One of the sweet-heart he left in town, Happy and young and gay.

One kissed a

ringlet of thin gray hair, One kissed a lock of brown,

Well to the Stars and Stripes, Just as the sun went down,
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When he grows to be a man, I'll give him up to Uncle Sam, Just like I did with you, first-dy mined.
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MY ROSARY FOR YOU
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In Barcarolle Tempo with much expression.

A ros-a-ry I wrought for you, Each pearl a mem-o-ry
Of hap-pi-ness my heart once knew, Of love you had for me— Each ros-a-ry must
have its cross To bear un-to the end, And mine is just my bro-ken heart, Which
on-ly you can mend. My ros-a-ry will
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